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Ž .Using harmonic analysis on a compact Gelfand pair G, K , we study the
continuous wavelet analysis on the homogeneous space GrK. As example we give
the wavelet associated with the K-biinvariant Poisson kernel on G. Next, using the
previous results, we define and study three types of wavelet packets on GrK and
the corresponding wavelet transforms. We prove for these transforms reconstruc-
tion formulas, and we describe the related multiresolution analysis. Q 1999 Aca-
demic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Ž .We consider a compact Gelfand pair G, K . In this case the Fourier
Ž .analysis is associated with the spherical functions of the pair G, K , and
2Ž . Žthe decomposition of the space L GrK of square integrable functions
.on G with respect to the Haar measure of G, which are K-right invariant
into a discrete direct sum of irreducible spaces relative to the regular
representation of the group G.
ŽWavelet theory involves breaking up a complicated function phenome-
.non into many simple pieces at different scales and positions. More
2Ž .explicitly, wavelet analysis allows us to represent a function f in L GrK
as a sum of wavelets C s L D C, i.e., left translated and dilated copiesr, g g r
2Ž .of a mother wavelet C, a K-left invariant function in L GrK with
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vanishing integral. The coefficients of the decomposition are the inner
Ž . 2products f , C .r, g L ŽG r K .
The objective of this paper is to generalize the important subject of
Ž .wavelets to the case of the compact Gelfand pair G, K .
We present here a general construction allowing the development of
wavelet packets on the homogeneous space GrK from the continuous
w xwavelet analysis on GrK. An analogous study has been made in 3 by
Ž Ž . Ž ..Freeden and Windheuser for the compact Gelfand pair SO 3 , SO 2 .
It is believed that generalized wavelet expansions as discussed here will
be a very useful tool in many areas of mathematics.
The content of this paper is as follows.
We summarize in the first section the main results of the harmonic
Ž .analysis of the compact Gelfand pairs G, K , and we give more details
Ž Ž . Ž ..about the particular cases SO q , SO q y 1 , q g N, q G 3 and
Ž Ž . Ž ..U q , U q y 1 , q g N, q G 2.
In the second section we study the continuous wavelet analysis on the
homogeneous space GrK. As an example we give the wavelets associated
with the K-biinvariant Poisson kernel on G.
We define and study in the third section three types of wavelet packets
on GrK and the corresponding wavelet transforms, and we prove for these
transforms reconstruction formulas.
The multiresolution analysis by means of wavelet packets on GrK is
discussed in the fourth section.
1. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON COMPACT
GELFAND PAIRS
Let G be a compact group with a normalized Haar measure dx, and let
K be a closed subgroup. We denote by e the identity element of G. The
group G acts on the space of complex functions f on G by left translation
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .L and right translation R as follows: L f x s f g x and R f x sg g g g
Ž .f xg .
pŽ .Let L G , p s 1, 2, be the space of measurable functions f on G such
that




p pŽ . Ž .L GrK the space of K-right invariant functions f in L G , that
is,
f gk s f g for all k g K , g g G.Ž . Ž .
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2Ž . Ž .The hermitian product of the Hilbert space L GrK is denoted by ?, ? ,2
5 5and the corresponding norm by ? .2
v
p pŽ . Ž .L K _ GrK the space of K-biinvariant functions f in L G ,
that is,
f kgk9 s f g for all k , k9 g K , g g G.Ž . Ž .
A K-biinvariant function on G is said to be a zonal function on G. The
1Ž .convolution product is defined, for f , h in L G , by
f ) h x s h yy1 x f y dy , x g G.Ž . Ž .Ž .H
G
Ž . 1Ž .The pair G, K is said to be a Gelfand pair if L K _ GrK , provided
with this convolution product is commutative.
ÃLet G be the set of equivalence classes of unitary irreducible represen-
Ãtations of G. Take a in G, realized in a Hilbert space E ; this space isa
automatically finite-dimensional. Let E K be the subspace of E defined bya a
E K s ¤ g E : a k ¤ s ¤ , for all k g K . 4Ž .a a
Ž . Ž K .We know that G, K is a Gelfand pair if and only if dim E F 1, for anya
Ã Ã KŽ .a g G. Denote by L the set of a g G, such that dim E s 1. It is wella
Ž w x.known see 4, p. 394 that the left regular representation p of G on
2Ž .L GrK is decomposed in a direct sum of unitary irreducible representa-
tions of finite dimension as follows:
L2 GrK s H .Ž . [ aagL
The representations a are the restrictions to H of the regular representa-a
tion p . Denote by a the trivial representation; then H s C. Let d be0 a a0
 4the dimension of H , and let Y , . . . , Y be an orthonormal basis of Ha a, 1 a, d aa2Ž .with respect to the scalar product of L GrK .
For all a g L there exists a unique normed vector e g H of class one,a a
Ž .that is, p k e s e , for all k g K. The function w defined bya a a
w g s p g e , e , for all g g G,Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a 2
Ž .is a positive-definite spherical function of the Gelfand pair G, K associ-
Ž .ated with the representation p , H . It satisfies the following properties:a
w ’ 1 1.1Ž .a0
w e s 1, for all a g L 1.2Ž . Ž .a
y1w g s w g , for all a g L , g g G 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .a a
125 5w s , for all a g L 1.4Ž .2a da
5 5w s 1, for all a g L 1.5Ž .‘a
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1
f )w s f , for all a g L , f g H 1.6Ž .a ada
1
w )w s d w , for all a, b g L 1.7Ž .b a b , a ada
da1
y1w x y s Y x Y y , for all a g L , x , y g G 1.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýa a , j a , jda js1
w xky dk s w x w y , for all x , y g G and a g L . 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H a a a
K
Ž .The formula 1.9 is called the product formula for the spherical functions.
pŽ .The spherical Fourier transform is defined for all f g L K _ GrK by
Ã y1;a g L , f a s f x w x dx. 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H a
G
2Ž .If f g L K _ GrK we have the inversion formula
Ãf ? s d f a w ? 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý a a
agL
and the Parseval formula
2 Ã 225 5 < <f s d f a . 1.12Ž . Ž .ÝL ŽG. a
agL
 4  4The family Y , a g L, j g 1, . . . , d , is an orthonormal basis ofa, j a
2Ž . 2Ž .L GrK ; so for all f g L GrK we define the Fourier coefficients by
F f a, j s f , Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .a , j 2
2Ž . 2Ž .The map F is an isomorphism isometric from L GrK onto l N , where
 4N s a, j : a g L , j g 1, . . . , d , 4Ž . a
2Ž .  4and l N is the space of sequences x such thata, j Ža, j.g N
da
2< <x - ‘.Ý Ý a , j
agL js1
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This result is called the Parse¤al theorem for F. The inversion formula of
2Ž .the map F is given for all f g L GrK by
da
f ? s F f a, j Y ? . 1.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý a , j
agL js1
All of these ingredients are well known for any compact Gelfand pair;
w xwe can refer to 2 , for example.
1.1. Examples
Let F denote one of the fields R, C, of the real numbers or the complex
numbers. For an integer q, let F q be a q-dimensional vector space over F,
Ž . Ž .with Hermitian product defined for z s z , . . . , z and w s w , . . . , w1 q 1 q
in F q by
q
z , w s z w .Ž . Ý k k
ks0
 4 qLet e , . . . , e be the canonical orthonormal basis of F . We consider G1 q
and K as follows:
v
qŽ .In the case F s R, G s SO q is the group of rotations of R .
Ž .K s SO q y 1 is the subgroup of rotations which leave the vector e1
fixed.
v Ž .In the case F s C, G s U q is the group of linear transformations
q Ž .of C which leave the Hermitian product invariant the unitary group .
Ž . Ž .K s U q y 1 is the subgroup of elements in U q leaving fixed the vec-
tor e .1
Ž .It is well known that G, K is a Gelfand pair. G is a connected compact
Lie group which acts transitively on the unit sphere V of F q, so the
homogeneous space GrK can be identified with V.
The surface element dv on V of total mass 1 is, up to scalar, the
pŽ . pŽ .unique G-invariant measure on V. L GrK is identified with L V s
pŽ .L V, dv .
2Ž .We now describe the decomposition of L GrK and the corresponding
spherical functions.
Case F s R. We suppose that q G 3. For n integer, we say that a
function F is a spherical harmonic of degree n if it is the restriction to V
Ž . Ž .of a polynomial F x s F x , . . . , x , which is homogeneous of degree n1 q
in x and satisfies the Laplace equation D F s 0. Denote by H the class ofn
all such functions. The restriction of the left regular representation to Hn
is irreducible, and we have the decomposition
‘2L V s H . 1.14Ž . Ž .[ nns0
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The spaces H are analogous to the spaces H ; they are of finite dimensionn a
d , wheren
2n q q y 2 n q q y 3 !Ž . Ž .
d s . 1.15Ž .n n! q y 2 !Ž .
Here the set L is identified with N.
The spherical functions associated with this Gelfand pair are defined for
Ž .each n g N, by the unique zonal function w in H verifying w e s 1,n n n 1
and are given, for ¤ g V, by the formula
w ¤ s P Žqy2.r2 ¤ , e , 1.16Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 1
Žqy2.r2 Ž .where P is the classical ultraspherical or Gegenbauer polynomialn
Žqy2.r2Ž .of degree n satisfying P 1 s 1.n
When q s 3, the spherical functions are given by P1r2, the Legendren
Ž w x.polynomials in fact this is the case elaborated in 3 .
Case F s C. Here we take q G 2. For m, n integer, we say that a
Ž .function F belongs to the class Harm m, n , if it is the restriction to V of
a polynomial
F z , z s F z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z ,Ž . Ž .1 q 1 q
which is homogeneous of degree m in z and homogeneous of degree n in
z, such that
› 2 › 2
q ??? q F s 0.ž /› z › z › z › z1 1 q q
Ž .The restriction of the left regular representation to Harm m, n is irre-
ducible, and we have the decomposition
‘2L V s Harm m , n . 1.17Ž . Ž . Ž .[ m , ns0
Ž .The spaces Harm m, n are analogous to the spaces H ; they are of finitea
dimension d , whereŽm , n.
m q n q q y 1 m q q y 2 ! n q q y 2 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
d s . 1.18Ž .Žm , n. m!n! q y 1 ! q y 2 !Ž . Ž .
Here the set L is identified with N = N.
Consider the map A from G into the closed unit disc D of C defined by
Ž . Ž .A g s ge , e . Then f ‹ f ( A is an isometry between the space1 1
pŽ Ž . Ž . Ž .. pŽ .L U q y 1 _ U q rU q y 1 and the space L D, dm , of measurable
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functions on D such that
< < pf z dm z - ‘,Ž . Ž .H
D
with
q y 1 qy22 2dm x q iy s 1 y x y y dx dy.Ž . Ž .
2
The spherical functions associated with this Gelfand pair are defined for
Ž . Ž .each m, n g N = N, by the unique zonal function F in Harm m, n
Ž . iuverifying F e s 1, given for re g D by the formula1
F reiu s r < myn < eiŽmyn.uRŽqy2, < myn <. 2 r 2 y 1 , 1.19Ž . Ž . Ž .minŽm , n.
Žqy2, < myn <. Žqy2, < myn <.Ž .where R is the Jacobi polynomial satisfying R 1 s 1.minŽm , n. minŽm , n.
This function is denoted Rqy2.m , n
For more details about the above examples of Gelfand pairs we can see
w x1, 6, 7 .
2. CONTINUOUS WAVELET ANALYSIS
2.1. Continuous Wa¤elet Transform
 4 x w 2Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A family C . r g 0, ‘ , of functions in L K _ GrKr
is said to be a ``wavelet'' on GrK, if the following conditions are satisfied:
‘ Ã 2Ž . < Ž . <i For all a g L, a / a , H C a drrr s 1.0 0 r
ÃŽ . x w Ž .ii For all r g 0, ‘ , C a s 0.r 0
‘ Ã 2Ž . x w < Ž . <iii For all t g 0, ‘ , Ý d H C a drrr - ‘.ag L , a/ a a t r0
If we call the function C s C the mother wavelet, then we can define1
x wthe dilation operators D , r g 0, ‘ , byr
D C s C .r r
Ž . Ž .Let C be the function on G defined by C x s L D C x sr, g r , g g r
Ž y1 .C g x .r
2Žx w .We consider L 0, ‘ =GrK the Hilbert space of square integrable
dr dxx wcomplex functions on 0, ‘ =G with respect to the measure , whichr
are K-right invariant relative to the second variable. We have the following
lemma.
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Ž . 2Ž .LEMMA 2.2 Parseval identity . For all F, H in L GrK we ha¤e the
relations
F , C . . . , H , C . . . 2 s F , HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž x w .L 0, ‘ =GrK2 2 2
5 5 2 5 5F , C . . . s F .Ž . L Žx0, ‘w=G r K . 22
Ž .Proof. By the inversion formula 1.11 we have
y1 Ã y1;g , x g G, C g x s d C a w g x ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýr a r a
agL
Ž .and by the addition formula 1.8 we get
da
y1 Ã;g , x g G, C g x s C a Y x Y g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýr r a , k a , k
agL ks1
 4Using the orthogonality of Y we obtaina, k
F , C . . . ? H , C . . . 2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž x w .L 0, ‘ =GrK2 2
‘ dr dg
s F , C H , CŽ . Ž .H H r , g r , g2 2 rG 0
da‘ dr2Ã< <s F F a, k F H a, k C aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH r r0 agL ks1
da
s F F a, k F H a, kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
agL ks1
s F , H .Ž . 2
 4 x wDEFINITION 2.3. Let C , r g 0, ‘ , be a wavelet on GrK. We definer
Ž . 2Ž . 2Žx w .the wavelet transform W from L GrK into L 0, ‘ =GrK byC
W H r , g s H , CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .C r , g 2
2Ž . Ž . x wfor all H in L GrK and r, g in 0, ‘ =G.
 4 x w 1ŽDEFINITION 2.4. Let K , t g 0, ‘ , be a family of functions in L K _t
Ã. Ž . x w  4 x wGrK such that K a s 1 for all t g 0, ‘ . We said that K , t g 0, ‘ , ist 0 t
2Ž . 2Ž .an approximate identity in L GrK if for all f g L GrK ,
5 5lim f y f ) K s 0.2tqt“0
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 4 x w 1ŽPROPOSITION 2.5. Let K , t g 0, ‘ , be a family of functions in L K _t
Ã. Ž . x wGrK , such that K a s 1 for all t g 0, ‘ . We suppose that there is at 0
positi¤e constant M such that
Ã< <; t ) 0, a g L , K a F M ;Ž .t
 4 x wthen K , t g 0, ‘ , is an approximate identity if and only ift
Ãlim K a s 1 for all a g L .Ž .tqt“0
Ã Ž .qProof. To prove that lim K a s 1 for all a g L, we have just tot “ 0 t
Ã 2Ž . Ž .remark that w ) K s K a ? w and take the limit in L G .a t t a
2Ž . Ž .Conversely, take a function f in L GrK ; then for all a, j g N,
F f ) K a, j s f y K x Y yx dy dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht t a , j
G G
Ž .using formula 1.6 for Y and the fact that K is K-left invariant, we geta, j t
y1 y1F f ) K a, j sd f y K x Y g w x ky g dk dg dy dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H Ht a t a , j a
G G G K
Ž .The product formula 1.10 gives
y1 y1F f ) K a, j sd f y K x Y g w x w y g dg dy dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Ht a t a , j a a
G G G
Integrating on x and on g we obtain
ÃF f ) K a, j s F f a, j K a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t
This relation gives the inequality
2 Ã 2 2 2< < < < < <F f ) K a, j F F f a, j K a F M F f a, j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t
so the Fourier series of f ) K tends to the Fourier series of f as t “ 0q,t
and this is the desired result.
We now prove the reconstruction formula for the continuous wavelet
Ž .transform W .C
Ž .  4 x wTHEOREM 2.6 Reconstruction Formula . Let C , r g 0, ‘ , be ar
2Ž .wa¤elet on GrK. Then for all H g L GrK with ¤anishing integral on G,
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2Ž .we ha¤e the following identity which holds in L GrK :
‘ dr dg
H ? s W H r , g C ? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H C r , g rG 0
Proof. Take an arbitrary t ) 0. From Definition 2.3 and the Fubini
theorem we obtain
‘ dr dg
W H r , g C xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H C r , g rG t
‘ dr dg
s H y C y C x dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H r , g r , gž / rG t G
‘ dr dg
y1 y1s H y C g y C g x dy. 2.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H r rž /rG t G
Ž .Using the inversion formula for C and the formula 1.7 , we can showr
Ž .that the second member of 2.1 is equal to
‘ dr dy2 y1Ã< <H y d C a w y x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH H a r až / rG t agL
Ž .This can be written in the form H) K x witht
‘ dr2Ã< <K x s 1 q d C a w x . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ht a r až /rtagL
This series is absolutely and uniformly convergent because for all a g L,
5 5 Ž .w F 1, and because of the property iii of the definition of the wavelet‘a
Ž . 2Ž .C . By the Parseval formula 1.12 the function K is in L K _ GrK .r t
Ã Ž .Moreover, K a s 1, and, for all a g L, a / a , we havet 0 0
‘ dr2Ã Ã< <K a s C a ,Ž . Ž .Ht r rt
ÃŽ . Ž .qso the property i of Definition 2.1 gives lim K a s 1 for all a g Lt “ 0 t
Ã< Ž . <  4and K a F 1 for all a g L and t ) 0. So by Proposition 2.5, K ,t t
x wt g 0, ‘ , is an approximate identity, and we have
lim H) K s H . 2.3Ž .tqt“0
2Ž .The limit is in L G .
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 4 x wDEFINITION 2.7. The associated scaling function F , t g 0, ‘ , to at
 4 x wgiven wavelet C , r g 0, ‘ , on GrK, is defined byr
Ã;g g G, F g s d F a w g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt a t a
agL
2 dr‘ 1r2Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž < Ž . < .where F a s 1 and F a s H C a for all a g L, a / a .t 0 t t r 0r
2Ž .Remark. We note that F belongs to L K _ GrK , becauset
‘ dr2 2 2Ã Ã5 5 < < < <F s d F a s 1 q d C a - ‘.Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 Ht a t a r rtagL agL , a/a0
Ž . Ž .Moreover, using inversion formula 1.13 for F and formula 1.7 , wet
obtain
;g g G, F )F g s K g , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t
Ž .  4 x wwhere K is the function given by the relation 2.2 . So F )F , t g 0, ‘ ,t t t
is an approximate identity.
 4 x w  4COROLLARY 2.8. Let C , r g 0, ‘ , be a wa¤elet on GrK, and let F ,r t
x w 2Ž .t g 0, ‘ , be the associated scaling function. Then for all H g L GrK with
2Ž .¤anishing integral on G, the equality holds in L GrK ,
H s lim H , F F dg ,Ž .H t , g t , g2qt“0 G
where F , g g G, is the function gi¤en byt, g
; x g G, F x s F gy1 x .Ž . Ž .t , g t
Proof. Using the Fubini theorem and the property
y1;g g G, F g s F g ,Ž .Ž .t t
we obtain
H , F F x dgŽ .Ž .H t , g t , g2
G
y1 y1s H y F g y F g x dy dgŽ . Ž . Ž .H H t t
G G
s H y F yy1 g F gy1 x dg dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H t tž /G G
s H y F g F gy1 yy1 x dg dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H t tž /G G
s H y F )F yy1 x dyŽ . Ž .H t t
G
s H)F )F x .Ž .t t
Ž .We deduce the result from relation 2.3 .
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 4 x w  4The scaling function F , t g 0, ‘ , associated with the wavelet C ,t r
x w Žr g 0, ‘ , on GrK, is the kernel of an approximate identity i.e., F )F ist t
.an approximate identity . Conversely, the following proposition will show
that to a given kernel verifying some suitable conditions, one can define an
associated wavelet on GrK in the sense of Definition 2.1.
 4 x wPROPOSITION 2.9. Let F , t g 0, ‘ , be a kernel of an approximatet
Ã Ž .identity. Suppose that for all a g L, a / a , the function t ‹ F a is real,0 t
continuously differentiable, and decreasing. Moreo¤er, assume that
Ã Ã; t ) 0, F a s 1, and lim F a s 0, for all a g L , a / a .Ž . Ž .t 0 t 0
t“‘
 4 x wThen the family C , r g 0, ‘ , defined byr
1r2d 2Ã Ã;a g L , C a s yr F a , 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /r rž /dr
 4is a wa¤elet on GrK with scaling function F .t
Ž . x wProof. From the relation 2.5 we deduce for all t g 0, ‘ , and a g L,
a / a ,0
‘ dr 22Ã Ã< <C a s F a .Ž . Ž .Ž .H r trt
 4  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .So F is associated with C . Let us verify the properties i , ii , and iiit r
of Definition 2.1.
Ž .i For all a g L, a / a , we have0
‘ dr 22Ã Ã< <C a s lim F a s 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .H r tqr t“00
 4 x wbecause F , t g 0, ‘ , is the kernel of an approximate identity.t
Ž . x wii For all r g 0, ‘ , we have
dÃC a s yr 1 s 0.Ž .r 0 ž /dr
Ž . x wiii For all t g 0, ‘ , we deduce from the Parseval formula for Ft
‘ dr 22Ã Ã< <d C a s d F a - ‘.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ÝHa r a trtagL , a/0 agL , a/0
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Moreover, this inequality proves that for almost r ) 0, C belongs tor
2Ž .L K _ GrK , and this gives the desired result.
2.2. Multiresolution Analysis
2Ž .We now define the continuous multiresolution analysis of L GrK .
x w 2Ž .Denote by p , t g 0, ‘ , the convolution operator of L GrK given byt
p H s H)F )F , for H g L2 GrK . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t
The corresponding ``scale space'' is defined by
V s p L2 GrK . 2.7Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
LEMMA 2.10. We ha¤e the following properties for p and V :t t
Ã 2Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž Ž .. x w Ž .i F p H a, j s F H a, j F a , for all t g 0, ‘ , and a, jt t
g N.
Ž .ii V ; V , for t G t9.t t 9
Ž . x wiii V , t g 0, ‘ , is globally in¤ariant under the action of the group G.t
Ž .Proof. i We have
x w; t g 0, ‘ , a, j g N ,Ž .
y1F p H a, j s F )F g x H g Y x dg dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H Ht t t a , j
G G
Using the facts that
da9 $
y1;g , x g G, F )F g x s F )F a9 Y x Y gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýt t t t a9 , j9 a9 , j9
a9gL j9s1
and
$ 2Ã;a9 g L , F )F a9 s F a9 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t
 4and the orthogonality of the family Y we can easily check thata, j
2Ãx w; t g 0, ‘ , a, j g N , F p H a, j s F a H g Y g dg ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ht t a , j
G
and this gives the desired result.
Ž . x w Ž .ii Take t, t9 g 0, ‘ , such that t G t9, and F s p H g V . Fromt t
Ž . Ž .the inversion formula 1.13 for p H we obtaint
da 2ÃF s F H a, j F a Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý t a , j
agL js1
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Thus
2Ã; a, j g N , F F a, j s F H a, j F a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
 4 Ž .Now define the sequence A , a, j g N, bya, j
2ÃF H a, j F aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
A s . 2.8Ž .a , j 2ÃF aŽ .Ž .t 9
Ã 2Ž .  Ž .Ž .4 Ž .The function t ‹ F a is decreasing, and F H a, j is in l N ; thent
 4 2Ž .the sequence A belongs to l N . Thus from the Parseval theorem fora, j
2Ž .F there exists a function f g L GrK , such that
; a, j g N , F f a, j s A . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a , j
The relation
da 2ÃF s A F a Y 2.10Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý a , j t 9 a , j
agL js1
Ž .implies that F s p f belongs to V .t 9 t 9
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .iii Let F s p H for some H g L GrK . The invariance of thet
measure dg under the left translation of G gives
L p H s p L H , for g g G. 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .g t t g
Hence we obtain the desired result.
x wPROPOSITION 2.11. The scale spaces V , t g 0, ‘ , satisfy the followingt
properties:
v
2Ž .H ; V ; V ; L GrK for 0 - t9 F t - ‘.a t t 90
v V s H .F t a0
t)0
v
2Ž .V is dense in L GrK .D t
t)0
Proof. We deduce the results from Lemma 2.10 and the relation
da 2Ãlim F H a, j F a s H g dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ht
t“‘ GagL js1
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Remark. A family of scale spaces satisfying those properties is called a
2Ž .continuous multiresolution analysis of L GrK .
2.3. The Poisson Kernel and the Associated Wa¤elet
Suppose that G is a compact connected Lie group, and K is a closed
Ž .subgroup. Let D G be the set of all left invariant differential operators on
Ž .G, and let D G be the subspace of those which are also K-rightK
Ž .invariant. The spherical functions of the Gelfand pair G, K are eigen-
Ž . Ž w x.functions of any D in D G see 4 .K
w xTake a Laplacian D on G in the sense of 8, Chap. I ; then one has
;a g L , Dw s l w .a a a
The eigenvalues l are nonnegative, and l s 0.a a0x wLet t g 0, ‘ . The K-biinvariant Poisson kernel on G, denoted by P , ist
defined by the formula
;g g G, P g s eyl atd w g . 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt a a
agL
w xAccording to 8 this series converges absolutely and uniformly for all
g g G and t G b ) 0; so it defines a continuous function relative to the
variables g and t.
 4We have the following properties for the family P :t
Ãv Ž . Ž . x wP a s P g dg s 1, for all t g 0, ‘ .Ht 0 t
G
v x wP ) P s P , for all t, t9 g 0, ‘ .t t 9 tqt 9
› uMoreover, the kernel P is a solution of the heat equation s Du; moret › t
1Ž . Ž . Ž .precisely, if f belongs to L K _ GrK , then u g, t s P ) f g is at
1Ž .solution verifying the boundary condition in L G :
lim u ?, t s f .Ž .
qt“0
 4 x wSo P , t g 0, ‘ , is an approximate identity.t
Ž .From the relation 2.12 we deduce that
Ã yl at x wP a s e , for all t g 0, ‘ , a g L .Ž .t
ÃŽ .So, for all a g L, a / a , the function t ‹ P a is real, differentiable, and0 t
decreasing, and
Ã Ãlim P a s 1, lim P a s 0.Ž . Ž .t tq t“‘t“0
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 4 x wBy Proposition 2.9, the family P , t g 0, ‘ , is the scale function of at
 4 x wwavelet C , r g 0, ‘ , on GrK, defined byr
1r2d 2 yl raÃ Ã;a g L , C a s yr P a s 2l r e , 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž .'ž /r r až /dr
and then
yl ra;g g G , C g s 2l r d e w g . 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž .'Ýr a a a
agL
Ž .  4In the particular case of the group G s SO q the Poisson kernel P ,t
x w w xt g 0, ‘ , is given on y1, 1 by the formula
w x yn Žnqqy2. t Žqy2.r2; r g y1, 1 , P r s e d P r . 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt n n
ngN
Ž .  4 x wAnd in the case G s U q the Poisson kernel P , t g 0, ‘ , is given ont
Ž w x.the unit disc D by the formula see 5
;z g D , P z s eyt Žm k n.d Rqy2 z , 2.16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt Žm , n. m , n
m , ngN
Ž .where m k n s max m, n .
3. DISCRETIZATION BY WAVELET PACKETS
We now define three types of wavelet packets on GrK: P-wavelet,
M-wavelet, and S-wavelet.
3.1. The P-Wa¤elet Packet on GrK
 4 x wDEFINITION 3.1. Let C , r g 0, ‘ , be a wavelet on GrK. The P-wave-r
 P4let packet on GrK, denoted C , l g Z, is defined byl
1r2
r drl 2PÃ Ã< <;a g L , C a s C a ,Ž . Ž .Hl rž /rrlq1
 4where r , l g Z, is a strictly decreasing sequence such thatl
lim r s 0 and lim r s ‘.l l
l“‘ l“y‘
The function CP is called the P-wa¤elet packet member of step l.l
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Remarks.
Ž .i Note that, for all a g L, a / a , we have0
‘ ‘ dr2 2PÃ Ã< < < <C a s C a s 1.Ž . Ž .Ý Hl r r0lsy‘
Ž . Pii For all g g G, we define the function C byl, g
; x g G, C P x s C P gy1 x .Ž . Ž .l , g l
Ž . 2Ž .iii For all F, H in L GrK we obtain from Lemma 2.2
‘
P PF , C H , C dg s F , H 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý H 2l , g l , g2 2
Glsy‘
‘ 2 2P 5 5F , C dg s F . 3.2Ž .Ž .Ý H 2l , g 2
Glsy‘
2Ž .Notation. We denote by L Z = GrK the space of measurable func-
tions F on Z = G, K-right invariant relative to the second variable, and
satisfying
‘
2< <F l , g dg - ‘.Ž .Ý H
Glsy‘
 P4DEFINITION 3.2. Let C , l g Z, be a P-wavelet packet on GrK.l
Ž .P 2Ž .We define the P-wavelet packet transform W from L GrK intoC
2Ž .L Z = GrK by
P PW H l , g s H , CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .C l , g 2
2Ž . Ž .for all H in L GrK and l, g g Z = G.
Ž .  P4THEOREM 3.3 Reconstruction Formula . Let C , l g Z, be a P-wa¤e-l
2Ž .let packet on GrK. Then for all H in L GrK with ¤anishing integral on G,
2Ž .we ha¤e the following identity which holds in L GrK :
‘
P PH ? s W H l , g C ? dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H C l , g
Glsy‘
Proof. By using Theorem 2.6, we have just to remark that
‘ dr dg
H x s lim W H r , g C xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H C r , g rL“‘ G rL
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and that
‘ dr dg
W H r , g C xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H C r , g rG rL
Ly1
P Ps W H l , g C x dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H C l , g
Glsy‘
We shall now define the scale discrete scaling function associated with a
given P-wavelet packet on GrK.
 P4DEFINITION 3.4. The scale discrete scaling function F , L g Z, asso-L
 P4ciated with a P-wavelet packet C , l g Z, on GrK, is defined byl
P Ã P;g g G, F g s d F a w g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝL a L a
agL
Ã PŽ .where F a s 1 andL 0
1r2Ly1
2P PÃ Ã Ã< <;a g L , a / a , F a s C a s F a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 L l rLž /
lsy‘
 P4THEOREM 3.5. Let F , L g Z, be a scale discrete scaling function.L
2Ž .Then for all H g L GrK with ¤anishing integral on G, we ha¤e the
2Ž .following equality which holds in L GrK :
H ? s lim H , FP FP ? dg , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H L , g L , g2L“‘ V
where FP , g g G, is the function gi¤en byL, g
; x g G, FP x s FP gy1 x .Ž . Ž .L , g L
Proof. We deduce the result from the fact that
Ã P Ã;a g L , F a s F aŽ . Ž .L r L
and Corollary 2.8.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.6. i We ha¤e
‘
2 2P PÃ Ã< <;a g L , F a q C a s 1. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝL l
lsL
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Ž .ii We ha¤e
‘
2 2P PÃ Ã;a g L , a / a , F a y F a s 1. 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 lq1 lž /
lsy‘
Ž .Proof. i For all a g L, a / a , we have0
‘ Ly1 ‘




2 2P PÃ Ã< <F a q C a s 1.Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝL l
lsL
This equality holds also for a .0
Ž .ii For all a g L, a / a , and all l g Z, we have0
2 22P P PÃ Ã Ã< <C a s F a y F a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l lq1 l
We deduce the result from this relation.
2Ž .PROPOSITION 3.7. For all H g L GrK we ha¤e
‘
PP P PH ? s H , F F ? dg q W H l , g C ? dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cŽ . ÝH HL , g L , g l , g2
G GlsL
3.6Ž .
Ž .Proof. The relation 3.4 gives the result.
Ž .The relation 3.5 leads us to an other type of wavelet packet on GrK:
the modified wavelet packet, also called the M-wavelet packet on GrK.
3.2. The M-Wa¤elet Packet on GrK
 P4DEFINITION 3.8. Let F , L g Z, be a scale-discrete scaling function,L
 P4associated with a P-wavelet packet C , l g Z, on GrK.l
Ž .  M4i The corresponding M-wavelet packet C , l g Z, on GrK, andl
Ä M 4its dual C are defined byl
Ã M Ã P Ã P;a g L , C a s F a y F aŽ . Ž . Ž .l lq1 l
Ã M P PÄ Ã Ã;a g L , C a s F a q F a .Ž . Ž . Ž .l lq1 l
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Ž . Ž .M 2Ž .ii The M-wavelet packet transform W is defined from L GrKC
2Ž .into L Z = GrK by
M MW H l , g s H , CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .C l , g 2
2Ž . Ž .for all H g L GrK and l, g g Z = G.
Remark. By construction of the M-wavelet packet on GrK, we have
the relation
1r2Ly1




P P M MÄF )F s C )C 3.8Ž .ÝL L l l
lsy‘
Ž .the relation 3.8 gives immediately the following
M Ä M 4  4THEOREM 3.9. Let C and C be, respecti¤ely, an M-wa¤elet packetl l
2Ž .on GrK and its dual. Then for all H in L GrK with ¤anishing integral on
2Ž .G, we ha¤e the following identity which holds in L GrK :
‘
M MÄH ? s W H l , g C ? dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H C l , g
Glsy‘
Remark. In the same way as for the P-wavelet packet on GrK, we get,
2Ž .for all H g L GrK ,
‘
MP P MÄH ? s H , F F ? dg q W H l , g C ? dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cŽ . ÝH HL , g L , g l , g2
G GlsL
3.3. The S-Wa¤elet Packet on GrK
Remark that for all a g L, a / a , we have0
‘
M MÃÃ ÄC a C a s 1. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l l
lsy‘
Note that this equality is the key to the reconstruction formula for the
M-wavelet transform.
 S4Suppose, now, that for a given sequence C , l g Z, of functionsl
2 Ä SŽ .  4in L K _ GrK , one can define another sequence C , l g Z, inl
2Ž .L K _ GrK such that for all a g H, a / a :0
‘
S SÃÃ ÄC a C a s 1.Ž . Ž .Ý l l
lsy‘
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Then we can obtain the same results as above. In fact this is possible under
 S4some conditions verified by C .l
 S4 2Ž .DEFINITION 3.10. A family C , l g Z, in L K _ GrK is said to bel
Ã S Ã SŽ .an S-wa¤elet packet on GrK if C is real, C a s 0, and satisfies thel l 0
following conditions:
Ž .i There are positive real constants, 0 - A F B - ‘, such that
‘
2SÃ;a g L , A F C a F B.Ž .Ž .Ý l
lsy‘
These inequalities are called ``stability conditions.''
Ž .ii For all L g Z,
2Ly1 SÃÝ C aŽ .Ž .lsy‘ l
d - ‘Ý a 2
‘ SÃagL , a/a Ý C aŽ .0 Ž .lsy‘ l
Ž .iii There exists M ) 0 such that for all L g Z and g g G,
2Ly1 SÃÝ C aŽ .Ž .lsy‘ l
d w g dg F M .Ž .ÝH a a2
‘ SG ÃagL Ý C aŽ .Ž .lsy‘ l
Ž .S 2Ž . 2Ž .The S-wavelet transform W , from L GrK into L Z = GrK , isC
defined by
S SW H l , g s H , CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .C l , g 2
2Ž . Ž .for all H g L GrK and l, g g Z = G.
Ž .S 2Ž .PROPOSITION 3.11. The linear operator W from L GrK intoC
2Ž .L Z = GrK ¤erifies
S2 2 2
25 5 5 5 5 5A H F W H F B HŽ . Ž .2 L ŽZ=G r K . 2C
2Ž .for all H g L GrK with ¤anishing integral on G. In particular, it is a
continuous operator.
Ž . SProof. By applying the inversion formula 1.11 to C and the Parsevall
 4 Ž .identity relative to the system Y , a, j g N, to H, we show that thea, j
property
S2 2 2
25 5 5 5 5 5A H F W H F B HŽ . Ž .2 L ŽZ=G r K . 2C
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is equivalent to
da
2< <A F H a, jŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
agL js1
d ‘a 22 SÃ< <F F H a, j C aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý lž /
agL js1 lsy‘
da
2< <F B F H a, j .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
agL js1
Then the stability conditions give the result.
Ž .SThe constant A is positive, so the operator W is injective and thenC
possesses a continuous linear inverse operator, which we shall describe
now.
Ä SŽ .  4DEFINITION 3.12. i The dual S-wavelet packet C , l g Z, on GrK,l
 S4corresponding to a given S-wavelet packet C , l g Z, on GrK, is definedl
Ã SÄ Ž .by C a s 0 andl 0
Ã SC aŽ .lSÃÄ;a g L , a / a , C a s .Ž .0 l 2
‘ SÃÝ C aŽ .Ž .lsy‘ l
Ž .  S4  S4ii The S-scaling function F , L g Z, associated with C , l g Z,L l
is defined by
1r2¡ Ly1 S SÃÃ ÄÝ C a C a for all a g L , a / aŽ . Ž .S ž /lsy‘ l l 0~ÃF a sŽ .L ¢1 for a s a .0
Ä S 4Remark. From the definition of the dual S-wavelet packet C , l g Z,l
on GrK,
Ž .i We have
‘ 2 1
SÃÄ;a g L , C a s . 3.10Ž . Ž .Ý ž /l 2
‘ SÃlsy‘ Ý C aŽ .Ž .lsy‘ l
Then
‘ 21 1
SÃÄF C a F , 3.11Ž . Ž .Ý ž /lB Alsy‘
where A, B are the constants given in Definition 3.10.
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Ž .ii We have
2 2Ly1 SÃ Ly1 SÄ ÃÝ C aŽ . Ý C aŽ .ž / Ž .lsy‘ l lsy‘ l
;a g L , s . 3.12Ž .2 2
‘ S‘ SÃ ÃÝ C aŽ .Ä Ž .Ý C a lsy‘ lŽ .ž /lsy‘ l
 S4LEMMA 3.13. The S-scaling function F , L g Z, associated with anL
 S4S-wa¤elet packet C , l g Z, on GrK, is the kernel of an approximatel
2Ž .identity in the sense that, for all H g L GrK ,
lim H)FS )FS s H .L L
L“‘
2Ž .The limit is in L GrK .
Ž .Proof. From Definition 3.12 ii we have
Ly1
2S S SÃÃ Ã Ä;a g L , F a s C a C a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝL l l
lsy‘
Then
2SÃ;a g L , lim F a s 1.Ž .Ž .L
L“‘
So, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that for all L g Z, the function
S 1Ž .F is uniformly bounded in L G and continuous. We deduce theseL
Ž . Sproperties by applying the inversion formula 1.11 to F , the stabilityL
Ž . Ž .conditions i and iii of Definition 3.10.
The reconstruction formula for the S-wavelet transform arises immedi-
ately from the above, exactly as for the M-wavelet transform, and we
obtain the following:
S Ä S 4  4THEOREM 3.14. Let C and C , l g Z, be, respecti¤ely, an S-wa¤eletl l
2Ž .packet on GrK and its dual. Then for all H in L GrK with ¤anishing
2Ž .integral o¤er G, we ha¤e the following identity, which holds in L GrK :
‘
S SÄH ? s W H l , g C ? dg .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H C l , g
Glsy‘
4. MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS BY
WAVELET PACKETS
The discrete multiresolution analysis will be defined by means of convo-
lution operators, as for the continuous multiresolution analysis.
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 4  4Let C , l g Z, be a P-, M-, or S-wavelet packet on GrK, and let F ,l L
L g Z, be the corresponding scaling function. For all of those wavelet
Ž .packets on GrK we have, according to the relation 3.8 , the equality
Ly1
ÄF )F s C )C , 4.1Ž .ÝL L L L
lsy‘
Ä 4where C is the dual wavelet packet in case M and S, and the P-waveletl
packet in case P. From this relation we deduce
ÄF )F s F )F q C )C . 4.2Ž .Lq1 Lq1 L L L L
Now define the convolution operators p and q , L g Z, byL L
p H s F )F ) HŽ .L L L
Äq H s C )C ) H ,Ž .L L L
and the spaces
V s p L2 GrKŽ .Ž .L L
W s q L2 GrK .Ž .Ž .L L
 4The discrete family of scale spaces V , L g Z, verifies, as in the continu-L
ous case, the following properties:
v
2Ž .H ; V ; V ; L GrK for y‘ - L F L9 - ‘.a L L90
v V s H .F L a0
LgZ
v
2Ž .V is dense in L GrK .D L
LgZ
Ž .Moreover, by the relation 2.12 , every V is globally invariant under theL
left translation of the group G.
2Ž .A function H in L GrK with vanishing integral over G can be
approximated by its ``projections'' on the scale spaces V ; in fact,L
lim p H s H .Ž .L
L“‘
Ž .We say that p H is the approximation of H at the step L. Note that, byL
Ž .the relation 3.14 , we have
V s V q W .Lq1 L L
So to go from an approximation at step L to an approximation at step
L q 1, one needs the space W .L
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 4Suppose now that the scale function F , L g Z, verifies the relationL
F )F s F .L L Ly1
Ž .So p ( p s p and p V s V , and then one can pass directlyL L Ly1 L L Ly1
from a resolution at step L to a resolution at step L y 1.
 4 x wEXAMPLE. We know that the Poisson kernel P , t g 0, ‘ , verifies thet
relation
x wP ) P s P , for all t , t9 g 0, ‘ .t t 9 tqt 9
 4 yLTake the dyadic sequence r defined by r s 2 for L g Z, and letL L
F s P , the associated scale-discrete scaling function. Then we haveL rL
F )F s P yL ) P yL s P yL yL s P yŽ Ly1. s F ,L L 2 2 2 q2 2 Ly1
 4where F , L g Z, is said to be a reproducing scaling function.L
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